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A comparison of two recensions of the Xiuyao jing
Michio Yano
The Xiuyao jing, a book on Esoteric Buddhist astrology composed by Amoghavajra, was
first translated into Chinese by Shiyao in 759 CE and was revised by Yang Jingfeng in
764 CE. At the end of the revised version Yang added a chapter on the method of
weekday computation. Later, the revised edition with the additional chapter was arranged
as the first fascicle and the first translation was put as the second fascicle. The Xiuyao
jing in two fascicles was brought to Japan by Kukai in 806 CE. This text became the basic
source book of Sukuyōdō school of Japanese astrology. The manuscript of the text was
faithfully copied in Japan and there survive many old manuscripts which convey the
original form of the text, while in China the text was frequently modified as a result of
sinicization. There are many significant differences between the two recensions, namely,
the old manuscripts in Japan on one hand, and the Tripit
̇
aka versions in China and Korea
on the other. The present article compares the two recensions and shows the three major
differences:
（1）While the chapter on the method of weekday computation was preserved in the
Japanese recension, it was omitted in the Tripit
̇
aka recension.
（2）While the Japanese recension keeps the original 27 naks
̇
atra（lunar mansion）
system, the Chinese Tripit
̇
aka recension has modified it into the 28 naks
̇
atra sysem.
（3）At the beginning of the first fascicle, there is a significant haplology in the Tripit
̇
aka
recension, while Japanese manuscripts preserve the correct reading.
Even among the old manuscripts in Japan there are some differences in the arrangement
and labelling of diagrams. I have provided a list in the appendix to show the differences.
In conclusion, emphasis has been placed on the importance of manuscripts preserved in
Japan in the study of history of translation of Sanskrit Buddhist texts into Chinese.
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